Transformative developments in quantum materials and quantum information sciences require knowledge of quantum states of electrons and spins and their competing degrees of freedom. Currently there is an urgent need using electrons as a probe, taking their advantage of strong scattering power with matter, to directly measure intriguing structural behavior and response of quantum materials under external stimuli, such as electric field/potential, resonant spin current, photon pulses and temperature. By developing timeand-space-resolved quantitative emerging microscopy methods we can better understand the role of symmetry, topology, dimensionality, and the interplay of charge-spin-orbital-lattice that control exotic physical properties of materials. It will also help us identify the potential impact of quantum-inspired technologies.
In the past two decades, our group has been developing various approaches to study the correlations of charge, spin, orbital and lattice in strongly correlated electron systems and quantum materials such as superconductors and multiferroics. The approaches include atomically resolved imaging, diffraction, spectroscopy and in-situ magnetoelectric biasing as well as femtosecond ultrafast electron diffraction. In this presentation we will focus on a few case studies. For instance, low-temperature study (down to 10K) of atomic resolution STEM and EELS of single-, or few-unitcell FeSe grown on SrTiO3 substrate to understand the interface enhanced superconductivity ( Fig.1 ) [1] . Investigation of topological state and symmetry breaking of ferroelectric vortices in manganites with and without applied field ( Fig.2) [2] . Direct observations and contrast mechanism of Néel Skyrmion in multilayer Co/Pd with strong interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions [3] . In addition, we report our recent work on 4DSTEM using our newly installed Medipix detector. In Fig.2 (f) we show the atomic resolution STEM HAADF images of monolayer 1H-MoS2, besides observing the adatom at the Mo site we reveal the related charge and electric field, as shown in the projected momentum transfer vector map ( Fig.2(g) ) and amplitude map ( Fig.2(h) ). Finally, we give a historical view of the pixelated direct-detector development at BNL [4] [5] [6] [7] and the associated analytical approach and structural reconstruction using full 4DSTEM datasets. Our detector development and preliminary work ( Fig.2 (a-e)) were well documented in the original DOE-BES TEAM project proposal and presented at the TEAM workshops [8] . 
